We denote by ro the straight line segment joining y and x, i.e., ro(s)= 4-x + (1 --^) y.
We denote the Sobolev space H^(0,t)={r; r^L^Oit)! r(0)= y(t)=0} by j^» which is equipped with the inner product (n» r2^ = Jo ri(s)r2<s) ds.
Let Q(y) =^1^-, e-^e-be a positive quadratic form such On the other hand Pauli [5] discussed the Feynman path integrals for potentials satisfying
We assume in the present note a little stronger condition for the potential: (2) [v<j)(x) <-C,, if 2^ j.
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We use the special quadratic form 9(r)=2^ ^Kr.ej)^ , where A>1 is a constant and <ej)j is the c.o.n.s. consisting of indefinite integrals of Haars' functions.
Our main results is
Theorem. Let Q be as above and b be any element of^P.
We assume that V satisfy the condition ( 2 ) . If t | is sufficiently small, then the right hand side of (1) converges to the limit independent of b. The limit K(t,x,y) is the fundamental solution of the Schrodinger equation:
Here h is a small positive constant.
In the next section we will give more accurate statement of the result as well as outline of the proof.
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2. Outline of the proof.
Indefinite integrals of Haars' functions.
Let q=2~^(2k+l), n=l, 2, 3,... and k=0, 1, 2, ..., 2 n-l -l, be any finite binary fraction. We denote n by n(q) and k by k(q). We set m(q)=2 n^)-l +k(q).
For each such q, we define g 2-n(q)^ ^nd
for Js -qt|^5q.
_i Q
The system { -^ e.,(s 
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Let N^ be the positive integer such that
and m^ be the integer such that
We can easily prove from (2.1),(2.3) and (2.4) that
Let Hi= span of {eq: m(q)<m^} and H^=span of {eq:m(q)^ m^}.
Then we have orthogonal decomposition
which reduces the quadratic form Q.
For any i-in "LP ,
we denote the corresponding decomposition r = ri + rz. It is clear that dri.bi.nQ^Tf^y^l/Z expf-k5-A°>(q)(yq-bq)2)-||^ldx.
The variance of this Gaussian measure is nQi , which is large.
So the density of this with respect to the Lebesgue measure can be regarded as an amplitude of an oscillatory integral. On the other hand N(dy2,b^,nQ^) has variance relatively small. The delta measure concentrated at r^^^ is a good approximation to N(d»-2 »bg ,nQ^) . Thus we have 
1^8^ dst
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The critical point of S^i|(t,x,x^ -l^m -z^'**^!' 7 ) with respect to vertices x-_i, x^ _g,...,,x^ is unique if |t[ is small. The critical level of it equals the classical action
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where y^ is the classical orbit joininig y(0)=y and y(t)=x. Combining all these, we can prove Theorem 2.7.
which is the fundamental solution of the Schrodinger equation.
Appendix
In proving above results, we use the following stationary phase method in a space of large dimension. We consider the following oscillatory integrals 
